You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NILFISK UZ 878. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the NILFISK UZ 878 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Operating instructions NILFISK UZ 878
Instructions for use NILFISK UZ 878
Instruction manual NILFISK UZ 878
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Manual abstract:
Failure to do so will expose people in the work area and others to hazardous materials which is a serious health risk. @@ rEAD AND FOLLOW ALL
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS. *Use only as described in this manual and only with manufacturers recommended attachments. @@@@*Do not use unless filters
and bag are in place. Please read and follow all safety instructions and caution markings before using. This vacuum cleaner is designed to be safe when used
to perform cleaning functions as specified. Should damage occur to electrical or mechanical parts, cleaner and / or accessory should be repaired by
manufacturer or competent service station before using in order to avoid further damage to machine or physical injury to user. *To avoid electrical shock ,
use indoors only. *Disconnect cleaner before servicing and when not in use. do not leave unattended cleaner plugged in.
*Do not use with damaged cord or plug. Always grasp the plug when unplugging the machine. do not unplug by pulling the cord. Do not handle plug or
cleaner with wet hands. Turn off all controls before unplugging.
*Do not pull or carry by cord, use cord as a handle, close a door on cord, or pull cord around sharp edges or corners. do not run cleaner over cord. Keep
cord away from heated surfaces. *Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers and all parts of the body away from openings and moving parts. Do not put any objects
into openings or use with opening blocked.
@@@@@@*Do not allow to be used as a toy. Close attention is necessary when used by or near children. @@This vacuum cleaner can be used for
household or commercial use. BEFORE YOU PLUG IN YOUR CLEANER, check the rating plate located on the cleaners back side to see if the rated voltage
agrees within 10% of the voltage available. dO NOT OIL The motor in your new cleaner is permanently lubricated and sealed. Do not oil the motor at any
time. When the machine is not in use, store it standing on its wheels. Wind the cord beginning at the machine and than store the cord hanging on the machine
handle. For longer service life and safe use of your vacuum cleaner, we recommend the following guidelines: Your cleaner is designed to pick up dirt and dust
particles and for water pick up. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@This appliance is for use on a nominal 120 volt circuit and has a
grounding plug that looks like the plug illustrated in Figure A.
UZ 877 and UZ 878 are a series of wet and dry suction cleaners wherein the model designation is determined by the capacity of the container - 11 and 15
gallons resepectively. the cleaners are electrically grounded. The cleaners are designed for wet and dry cleaning. (Suction cuts off when maximum water level
is reached) 2. UZ 877- The ends of the handle are inserted into the holes in the base and secured by two socket head capscrews from below. The container is
than placed on the base as in figure 1. Then fit the extension tubes and nozzle as shown in figure 3. The hooks on top of the motor housing are for carrying the
hose and the power cable. The machines are fitted with three filters: 1. @@@@@@@@ these are for the collection of dust.
They are resistant to water and make emtying easier. These liners must be gathered together at the neck on removal. For wet pick-up only, liners are not
recommended. Fold the edge of the opening over the rim of the container, ensuring that the row of Ø5mm holes is inside the container. The cleaners have two
switch knobs on the left of the electrical panel.
Switch number 1 starts the first motor. (Reduced power) Switch number 2 starts second motor . Switch the cleaner off and pull the plug out. The cleaner can
now be emptied in various ways depending on the type of base fitted. The container can be emptied by opening the draincock at the bottom.
Liners are used when necessary. Liners are replaced when about 2/3 full, or when cleaner suction is impaired. liners are removed prior to wet pick-up.
@@Should the cleaner not start - check circuit breakers. @@@@They can be accessed for cleaning purposes by unfastening the three screws which hold the
float cage in position, and then removing the cage. .
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